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The following is a discussion of public input from the November 13th Open House, Draft McKinleyville
Town Center Zoning Ordinance Questionnaire, and comment letters received on the Discussion Draft
McKinleyville Town Center Zone 10-29-2021 and Alternatives for MMAC Consideration.

Public Input on Discussion Draft McKinleyville Town Center Zoning Regulations
November 13th Open House
The McKinleyville Municipal Advisory Committee (MMAC) held an open house event on November 13,
2021 to give community members an opportunity to better understand and provide input on the
10/29/21 Draft Town Center zoning ordinance.
Twenty four people signed the sign in sheet, although it seemed to Planning staff that closer to 50 people
attended the open house. During the event, MMAC members and Long Range Planning staff were
available at four tables with maps and other materials organized around the following topic areas:
Wetlands & Open Space; Circulation and Connectivity; Land Use & Housing; and Design. Planning staff
and MMAC members described the proposed regulations and answered questions and MMAC
members used large tablets on the wall to gather community input. Attendees were also encouraged
to provide input using a web-based questionnaire which included background information and
questions intended to gather specific community input on the details of the proposed regulations.
Photos
of
the
large
tablets
are
available
on
the
project
webpage
at
(https://humboldtgov.org/2564/McKinleyville-Town-Center-Master-Plan)
https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101557/Table-Notes-PDF and a transcription of table
notes is in Attachment 1 to this memorandum.
Active discussions occurred at each table. The following community input is summarized from the notes
at each table:
Wetlands & Open Space
 Mixed uses and residential should be set back further from wetlands and buffers should not be
reduced for permitted uses


The mitigation ratio should be increased (2x, 2.5x, or 4x) – or – could be as little as 1:1 if based
on detailed study that clearly demonstrates success
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Regulations should address Low Impact Development requirements - no increase in stormwater
offsite - and LID features should be integrated into active open space design



More open space for public uses and open space management should be addressed

Circulation and Connectivity
 Adequate vehicle parking where off-street is visually buffered and on-street accommodates
emergency vehicles and handicap parking on Central; diagonal parking is a safety issue; bike
parking that accommodates e-bikes


Pedestrian and bicycle comfort, safety, and connectivity with schools and broader community
areas through better protection of bike path and extending further south along Central;
improve crosswalks and retain pedestrian refuge areas



Concerns about increasing traffic on McKinleyville Avenue and concern whether new roads
can accommodate projected traffic and evacuation needs

Land Use & Housing
 Land Uses and Locations:
o
o
o
o

Maximize outdoor space in the Town Center Core (including through the use of highrise structures);
Western mixed use area should be “Central Park”,
proposed zoning boundaries should be conceptual rather than definitive,
Town Center Core (likely on the south side of Hiller) should have residential outdoor
space on the south side rather than parking



There should be a maximum number of residential units and housing should accommodate
wheelchair use



Proposed zoning regulations should provide for art in public spaces



Proposal does not reflect rural character of McKinleyville

Design
 Four story buildings are not wanted/needed


Open space is an important design factor – higher density development leaves more open
space



Add art in public places as a requirement – is the totem pole an appropriate focal point?



Have flexibility in design regulations

Questionnaire
As indicated above, open house attendees and others who could not attend were encouraged to
complete a web-based questionnaire, which was added to the project web page on the morning of
the workshop and advertised through the County’s social media. Responses were collected until the
end of the day on the following Tuesday, November 16th to provide staff time to compile responses
and make them available to the community and the MMAC in advance of the December 8th MMAC
meeting when the proposed McKinleyville Town Center Zoning Regulations are scheduled to be
discussed. In addition to the questionnaire, members of the public submitted comment letters directly
to the MMAC and Long Range Planning staff.
The questionnaire included 28 questions grouped in the same manner as the tables at the open house
(Wetlands & Open Space; Circulation and Connectivity; Land Use & Housing; and Design). In addition,
there were five questions to gather information about where respondents live and work and one open
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ended question giving respondents an opportunity to share any additional input they would like. A total
of 75 people responded to the questionnaire, 45 of which attended the open house. 65 of the 75
respondents live in McKinleyville and 21 work in McKinleyville.
Overall, the questionnaire indicated general support for the proposed zoning regulations with many and
varied suggestions for specific modifications. The following is a summary of the major themes; the full
questionnaire results are contained in Attachment 2.
Wetlands & Open Space
 There is support for the location and amount of Open Space Preservation Areas and Active
Open Space Areas shown on the proposed Zoning Map. Sixty nine percent (69%) of the
respondents support the proposed location, and 56% of the respondents supported the
amount of open space shown on the proposed Zoning Map. For those that did not support
either the location or the amount of open space shown on the draft map, most expressed they
want more open space areas and stronger wetland protections.


There is strong support for proposed uses in open space areas – 75% of the respondents support
the proposed uses in the draft ordinance. Follow up responses suggest that among those that
want changes to the allowed uses there is a broad spectrum of what those changes should
be.



Most respondents (84%) want the ordinance to be flexible to allow pop up uses in Active Open
Space areas, and many shared their concerns about pop up uses and offered suggestions on
how to address those concerns.



Half of the respondents want the McKinleyville Community Services District to own, operate
and fund the open space areas, and 40% preferred a land trust provide these services.
Seventy one percent said they support a new tax for the maintenance of publicly owned open
space in the Town Center.

Circulation and Connectivity:
 Seventy three percent of the respondents expressed support for the proposed Central Avenue
and Hiller Road cross sections and their intended purpose, which is to improve pedestrian and
bicycle comfort and safety. Sixty percent (60%) of the respondents support the proposed onstreet parking on Central Avenue, and 80% felt the proposed improvements will increase
pedestrian and bicycle trips. Follow up responses from those who did not support for the cross
sections indicated support for retaining the current condition.
Land Use and Housing:
 There is support for the proposed range of allowable uses (66% of the respondents support),
including limiting ground floor uses in mixed use buildings to commercial uses only (75% of the
respondents support). Responses favor the transformation of the existing strip commercial style
development along Central Avenue over time into pedestrian oriented mixed-use shopfront
style buildings adjacent to a wider sidewalk (70% support), but do not indicate a consensus on
how best to accomplish this.


There is support for increasing residential density (71% support). Most responses strongly favor
either mixed use buildings and residential-only buildings (55%) or buildings that have both
commercial and residential uses (50%).
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Design
 There is support for the proposed design standards (only 13 of 74 responses did not support the
proposed design standards).


Most responses did not express support for “build-to-lines” (30% support) – although most
supported traditional shop fronts located at the back of sidewalk (64%), which is the design
“build to lines” are intended to provide. There was strong support (80%) for allowing buildings
to be setback when outdoor seating is provided. Many supported standards that addressed
blank walls (61%) and requiring the varying roof heights (54%), and a majority supported
establishing a building height of two stories or taller (57%).



There is strong support (79%) for clear standards for the Town Center Zone relating to Building
Height, Building Placement, and Building Frontage and Façade. About half (29 of 57
respondents) support extending the detailed standards proposed for the TC-Core area to other
mixed use areas and the other half did not support that. Follow up responses support a broad
range of other design standards that could be applied in the Town Center.

Comment Letters
Eleven comment letters have been received regarding the October Discussion Draft McKinleyville Town
Center Zone regulations. Comments may be viewed on the Town Center project website at
https://humboldtgov.org/2564/McKinleyville-Town-Center-Master-Plan. A summary of each comment
letter is contained in Attachment 3, Summary of Comment Letters Received, which contains web links
to each comment letter.

Alternatives for MMAC Consideration
Open Space and Wetlands
Public input during MMAC meetings, the open house, and questionnaire have indicated support for
requiring additional open space, retaining more wetlands and existing stands of Sitka spruce trees, and
providing more flexibility in the location of open spaces.
In response, staff has developed the following alternatives for the MMAC’s consideration:




Modify the Zoning Map to consolidate the open space area west of the core Town Center
Area as shown in Attachment 4. This would achieve the community’s desires to better protect
wetlands, the stand of large Sitka spruce trees, and to provide more open space. In addition to
identifying the areas generally west of the Hiller Road Mixed Use Core Area as an Open Space
Preservation Area, the area west of the Mixed Use Core Area on the back side of the Safeway
Shopping Center was suggested to be an ideal place for an amphitheater due to its location
and topography is mapped as an Active Open Space Area. This alternative would increase
the amount of Open Space Preservation Area from 16.1 acres to 19.3 acres.
o

This proposal also adds additional Mixed Use Core Area along the Pickett Street
extension.

o

Attachment 4 also shows a more direct alignment for the Mid-Town Trial and bicycle
paths along the north and south side of Hiller Road to be consistent with modified
streets cross sections.

Or, the MMAC could go in a different direction and delete the open space sub areas from the
Zoning Map, and instead use the Community Plan for protection of wetlands and setting
standards for use of open space. In particular, the MMAC could recommend expanding the
open space mapping and policies within the McKinleyville Community Plan to specify
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performance standards for wetland protection, open space preservation areas, active open
space areas, and tree preservation. These policies would be implemented at the time
development is proposed either through a subdivision or other discretionary permit. (Note:
ministerial permits would not normally be subject to these policies, potentially resulting in
inconsistent application of these plan policies in the Town Center.) These policies may be
accompanied by limitations in the zone that no development occur within certain portions of
the undeveloped area to ensure development approved ministerially does not impact Town
Center open space areas in a way the Community Plan did not intend.
o

Wetlands:


Performance standards could specify the that no net loss of wetlands occur (1:1
mitigation) through the enhancement of existing wetlands and the
establishment of mitigation wetlands prior to the taking of any wetlands outside
of the mitigation area; or



A more substantial mitigation ratio could be specified which allows temporal
loss of wetlands.



Prior to any development an analysis of the site shall be completed ranking the
highest quality wetlands and areas for wetland restoration. These areas shall
not be developed but shall be set aside to protect wetlands and for wetland
restoration.

o

Open Space Areas:

o

Add diagrammatic maps of the open space preservation and active open space
areas as well accompanying policy that describes their intended function.

o

Important Trees:


The large stand of Sitka spruce trees could be specifically identified as Important
Trees and standards for their protection could be specified. Standards could
include requirements for no net loss of trees of a specific size or that no more
than 25 percent of trees may be removed. In addition, mitigation requirements
could be identified, such as replanting of trees.

Design
Public input has been received that indicates support for the proposed standards, while indicating
concern about excessive building height, build-to-lines (even with allowances for forecourts) resulting in
a canyon-like street wall, inflexible standards, and concern that the proposed urban standards are
inconsistent with the Community Plan intent to maintain a rural setting. There were also a number of
requests that the design standards incorporate art in public spaces.
The intent of the Community Plan is for the design standards to allow development to occur without
discretionary review. The proposed zoning regulations provide form-based code like standards for the
Town Center Core and more flexible standards the Mixed Use General Area. The intent of these
standards is to achieve a pedestrian scale street scape where the sidewalk provides convenient access
to shop fronts. The standards allow for shopfronts to be setback from the sidewalk when pedestrian
oriented spaces or that provide opportunities for outdoor dining. A minimum number of building stories
(or height) is proposed so that developable land is maximized, open space areas can be preserved,
and property owners can fully utilize their land.
Staff suggests the following alternatives for consideration by the MMAC in response to public comment:
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Building Height. The current maximum building height within the Town Center area is 75 feet (C2: Community Commercial Zone). To date only a limited number of buildings greater than one
story have been constructed within the Town Center. The proposed Town Center Zoning
Regulations would reduce the maximum allowable building height to five stories (up to 75 feet)
or four stories (up to 62 feet), depending upon location.
The proposed street cross section provides for buildings which are located at the back of
sidewalk to be at least 100 feet from buildings fronts on the other side of the street. In
comparison, buildings on Fourth Street in Eureka are about 70 feet apart and buildings on Main
Street in Fortuna are about 65 feet apart and many buildings along these streets are two
stories. The objective is to create a town center, and that includes a variety of residential and
commercial uses, in multi-story buildings. Single story commercial buildings to typically more
associated with strip malls and shopping centers. The street is an important part of an town
center and in the current proposal includes widened sidewalks, parking and class 1 bicycle
paths.
Alternatives for addressing building height concerns could include:
o

The minimum building height can be reduced to one story and the maximum number
of stories could be reduced to fewer stories. If changes to building height are proposed,
the MMAC may want to consider modifying the proposed width of the streets to relate
to the new building height because from a neighborhood design perspective more
narrow streets can fit better with smaller buildings than wide streets.




Flexibility can be provided to exceed the building height, up to a maximum
number of stories.

Build-to-Lines. Building to lines are proposed to enhance streets for use by pedestrians by
placing shop entrances and windows at the back of sidewalk and ensure that buildings that
are setback from the side achieve some benefit for the streetscape by providing outdoor
seating or room for some commercial activity that relates to the street. The proposed standards
allow for 20% of the building to be setback at least 20 feet from the street.
The responses to the questionnaire were mixed in addressing “build to lines”. While the
concept of “build to lines” was not well supported, the traditional storefront at the edge of the
sidewalk design were supported, which is a design that the “build to line” framework is
intended to achieve. Nonetheless, alternatives for addressing concerns relating to build to
lines could include:
o

Build-to-lines could be eliminated, and the 0 foot setback of the Community
Commercial Zone utilized, allowing the property owner to choose where to place the
building. If there is a desire to retain an intent to enhance street for pedestrians and
ensure that buildings which are setback from the side achieve some benefit for the
streetscape, the MMAC may wish to specify the allowable activities or uses within the
setback area (e.g. no parking should be allowed in the front yard setback).

o

The Primary and Secondary Street “built to Build-to-Line” percentages could be
modified as well as the Forecourt depth and width to address the desire of the MMAC
and community

o

The Storefront Articulation Standards could be amended to require that frontage lines
vary by at least X% from neighboring building(s).
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Design Standards. Design standards could be applied according to street identified on the
thoroughfare map to achieve the desired pedestrian feel rather than specified through the
zoning map.



Art in Public Spaces. A requirement for art in public spaces could be incorporated into the
Section 5.4 Site Landscaping and/or to Section 3.4.5, Building Design Criteria in Section 3.4.5.2,
Pedestrian-Oriented Space Design Standards for Forecourt Frontages or Section 3.4.5.4, Blank
Wall Standards.

Land Use and Housing
Many of the comments relating to housing support the proposed zoning regulations. The community
supports housing on upper floors of commercial buildings and stand alone housing in residential areas,
as well as higher density housing, including increases in the maximum allowable residential density,
which is currently 16 dwelling units per acre in the Mixed Use - Urban Land Use Designation General Plan
designation.
Staff suggests the MMAC consider the following alternatives:


Recommend amending the Humboldt County General Plan Mixed Use – Urban Land Use
Designation to allow up to 30 dwelling units per acre – or modify the McKinleyville Community
Plan to create something like a McKinleyville Town Center Land Use Designation which allows
mixed uses including residential development at up to 30 dwelling units per acre.



Edits to allowable uses based on specific public input:
o

Allow Incidental public service purposes in all areas;

o

Review Open Space and Park Use Types and how such use should be permitted within
the Town Center and clarify “Open Space”

o

Allow Community Scale Renewable Energy Generation and Distribution Facilities;

o

Allow Open Space and Park Use Types in all areas (especially if mapping is proposed to
be modified to provide additional flexibility)

o

If mapping is to be made general, consider necessary modification to use table.

Street Cross Sections
Humboldt County Public Works made clear in July that the Department does not support the proposed
Central Avenue cross section which includes angled on-street parking on a multi lane road as it creates
a significant traffic safety issue which cannot be mitigated. Since that time, Long Range Planning staff
met with Deputy Public Works Director Bob Bronkall to evaluate cross section alternatives that they could
support.
Mr. Bronkall has prepared two cross section alternatives for Central Avenue, Hiller Road, and new streets
within the Town Center Area (see Attachment 5) that get closer to something that could be supported
by Public Works. These draft cross sections have the following characteristics:
•

Similar cross sections would be applied to both Central Avenue and Hiller Road, which provides
a consistent streetscape for all users and a consistent theme for the Town Center Area.

•

Angled parking is provided within the street right of way which results in slower vehicle speeds
and increases on-street parking supply compared to existing conditions.
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•

The proposed cross section alternatives would eliminate one travel lane in either direction on
Central Avenue and one alternative includes a central median.

•

The new alternatives would not require the acquisition of additional right of way on Central
Avenue.

The proposed alternatives are intended to reduce vehicle speed; increase pedestrian, and bicycle
safety and comfort; and change feeling of the street from a conduit intended primarily to efficiently
move volumes of vehicles from south to north through the Town Center Area, to a street that provides
people access to shops and attractions in the Town Center, regardless of their mode of travel, and that
supports north-south travel through town. The proposed street cross section diagrams also indicate how
vehicles and bicycles would transition from the existing cross section to the new cross section.
The proposed cross sections represent a substantial change to Central Avenue. Public Works suggested
a way to get a better sense of the impacts of these proposed changes would be to temporarily (for a
week or so) cone off one of the lanes in either direction as a demonstration project. The demonstration
project would include substantially pre-planning and public outreach as well as remain in place for
enough time to allow drivers who do not intend to stop within the Town Center Area to choose an
appropriate alternate route, for merchants to see how on-street parking can function, and for residents
to experience the difference on foot or bike.
Staff has identified several alternatives for consideration by the MMAC:


Recommend the proposed zoning ordinance use the alternative street cross sections drafted
by Public Works staff which include a travel lane reduction and which are applied to either
Central Avenue or Hiller Road.
o



Consider recommending that the alternative Central Avenue street cross section be
extended further north to Railroad Drive (one block further to Bates Road where lanes
are reduced to one lane) and further south to Holly Drive.

Retain the street cross sections as presented in the draft zoning ordinance.

Delete the street cross sections from the proposed zoning ordinance, and instead describe desired
changes to the street cross sections in policy language in the Community Plan.
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Attachment 1 Transcription of Table Notes
Link to Table Notes https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101557/Table-Notes-PDF

Circulation and Connectivity
•

Adequate parking for vehicles and yet allowing room for emergency vehicles to move through

•

On map showing pedestrian and bicycle thoroughfares add yellow designation to Nursery Way

•

Integrate Town Center walkability with broader community areas, i.e., Hiller Park

•

On Hiller Road – larger set backs proposed should be more flexible to create interest in the
building structure and create more friendly and usable outdoor spaces, i.e. 40% of block needs
setbacks. Block wind. Create corners for seating nooks

•

Improve bike/ped thoroughfare at southern extent of Central Avenue in Town Center

•

Bike/ped connection between schools and center of town

•

Need slowing traffic on McKinleyville Avenue behind Town Center so it does not become a main
thoroughfare

•

Handicap parking only on Central

•

Protections for bike lane with buffer from parking on Central and HillerDesire for greater
safety and comfort

•

Safe bike/ped/handicap access to Hiller Park

•

Priority: keep ped island on Central Ave crosswalks

•

Buffer – mix of parking and open space with benches

•

Bike parking must accommodate e-bikes

•

Improve crosswalks @ Railroad and Central

•

In the open space areas, who would be responsible for care and maintenance

•

Replacement of trees cut on Hillerrequirement to retain total canopy area

•

Concern about traffic flow in and out of area on daily and in case of extreme emergency

•

Access road to area need to meet increased density of vehicles

•

Mandatory trees in private parking lots

•

On Central and Hiller – no diagonal parking – it impedes traffic flow XXX safety issues particularly
backing into traffic flow
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Design
•

Gwin Road safety issues, especially on south side

•

Flexibility In design standards creates variation in streetscape room for creativity in design
meeting the needs of the market place as it changes over time

•

Do we want transient housing (hotels) in the Town Center? Above stores – 2nd floor

•

Art in public places requirement in ordinance would make it welcoming, interesting

•

We do not want/need 4story buildings [Six people agree with this statement]

•

We need to have a Town Center that reflects our commitment to the environment, and each
other, therefore higher density is desirable

•

Keep nature and open space as an important design factor [two people agree with this
statement]

•

Is the totem pole an appropriate focal point for our Town Center?

Housing and Land Use
?

Why not go high-rise for housing which would leave more open space?

?

Would the Commercial Zones allow Big Box Stores? Answer No

?

Are there opportunities for community garden areas in relation to the multi-family housing?

?

Why no allowed use for child care in commercial mixed use zones?

•

All the housing parking is on the south side which would be useful for outdoor space for other
purposes – gardens, seating etc. [two people agree with this statement]

•

Mixed use mapped area on the west 1/3 could instead be a “Central Park”

•

Map is too definitive of boundaries it shouldn’t be so specific it should be more conceptual and
flexible. Don’t have specific boundaries

•

Include art (i.e., murals, sculpture) in public spaces should be included

•

Please label the graphics (zoning and streets and landmarks) to orient uses. Also acreage of
zones. Legends more visible

•

Please maximize outdoor space

•

Also, label maps/handouts – couldn’t find Safeway to orient – thanks

•

Keep rural sense of McKinleyville have more of a village/town green feeling

•

Have a maximum # of living units

•

Too short survey windows
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•

More open space in high density core

•

Housing with (adaptation) for wheelchair living

•

Plan does not reflect preservation of rural character and protection of natural resources (major
plan objectives) – Alternative: Town Center in burden area

Wetlands and Open Space
•

Mixed use near wetlands shouldn’t allow residential use

•

1 ¼ wetland protection should be minimum 2 ½ X

•

No reduction of wetland buffers to allow principal permitted uses ever!

•

Mitigation should be based on scientific study of the property and take account of likely success
of mitigation – if successful guaranteed, 1:1 Ok

•

Wetlands to serve as LID features so that remaining open space can be enjoyed by public (picnic
tables)

•

Proposed zoning/land use maps should include more open space for public uses

•

How will management of open space happen? HOA?

•

More setbacks for MU-General

•

Envisioning future

•

Expand uses allowed on Central to allow more bike paths/less parking – green spaces on 1 side
parking on the other

•

Develop Core area first – MU-General should be retained as open space until Core is developed

•

Maintenance of the open space should be defined at the development point (not after the fact)

•

Ordinance should describe LID requirements – No increase (stormwater runoff) if increased
study of drainage offsite (required)

4:1

1:2
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Attachment 2 Questionnaire Results1
Open Space & Wetlands

Yes

%

No

%

# of
Responses

%
Responded

1. Do you support the location of Open
Space Preservation Areas and Active
50 69.4%
22 30.6%
72
96%
Open Space Areas shown on the
proposed Zoning Map?
This question relates to 2.3.1 Map 1 - Zoning Map and 2.3.3 Map 3 - Parks and Open Space Map
Respondents strongly support the mapping of open space areas
2. Do you support the amount of Open
Space Preservation Areas and Active
40 55.6%
32 44.4%
72
96%
Open Space Areas shown on the
proposed Zoning Map?
This question also relates to 2.3.1 Map 1 - Zoning Map and 2.3.3 Map 3 - Parks and Open Space Map
Respondents generally support the amount of open space areas and long form follow up response
request a greater amount of open space areas and stronger wetland protections as well as a number
of suggestions regarding where open space should best be located.
•
•

25 of 35 want more open space
17 of 35 want wetlands to be retained

3. If you answered "no" to either question 1 or 2, what changes to the proposed Zoning Map would
you want to also balance the mixed use objectives of the Town Center? (max. 500 characters)
35 of 75 Answered (46.7%)
1. I think there are other ways to improve our community. The developer should have to do all the
coastal studies and wetland studies. Not fair to other developers to short cut and make it cheaper
for piersons. This is a joke
2. I would prefer a reduction of the mixed use are to incorporate a larger wetlands/nature area.
3. Keep everything a wetland, no more building
4. Keep wetland area as a wetland. NO BUILDING
5. Maintain existing wetlands instead of filling and "relocating"
6. More open space is needed Please save as much of the wetlands as possible. I'm not sure that
consolidating and preserving wetlands is not the same as destroying the wetland for development
and then rebuilding wetlands.
7. Prefer for there to be More open space preserved
8. Prefer more wetland preservation and open space. Green belt should be contiguous as it will also
be a wildlife corridor.
9. the area behind safeway is a wetlands & would be best as a park...make use of empty buildings in
the safeway shopping center...
10. They are too small and fragmented to provide the benefits listed.

1

Note: fyi - some survey responses included the exact same wording as others – these are not typos.
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# of
%
Yes
%
No
%
Responses Responded
11. Consolidate the TC-MU areas on the western end of the area behind the existing Shopping Center,
so that they are all accessed from Railroad. This will allow a more contiguous TC-OS area along
McKinleyville Ave. and along the west end of Hiller Road (within the TC area). The bike and
pedestrian paths, eventually connecting to Hiller Park, on the north side of Hiller, could then be
more uninterrupted by driveways and have a more parklike feel and view.
12. I would like to see more OS and AS. This could replace some of the mixed use and core areas,
since McKinleyville already has plenty of developed commercial space, a significant portion of it
vacant.
13. Less buildings, we already have empty space available.
14. Looks like a good balance
15. More acreage preserved
16. More Open Space areas (parks, trails and natural areas); less development.
17. more open space areas to retain character of Macktown otherwise just another cute little town
designed like so many others in CA
18. More open space. No consolidation of wetland unless it adds to total open space.
19. More wetlands and more open space
20. Question 1 and 2 were identical (?) I’m concerned that wetlands mitigation will not occur in our
community but somewhere else that has nothing to do with our community. I realize this plan is a
big plan for the future. Still, with climate changes upon us, it would seem more responsible to add
weight to the importance of outdoor wetlands.
21. Consolidate the TC-MU areas on the western end of the area behind the existing Shopping Center,
so that they are all accessed from Railroad. This will allow a more contiguous TC-OS area along
McKinleyville Ave. and along the west end of Hiller Road (within the TC area). The bike and
pedestrian paths, eventually connecting to Hiller Park, on the north side of Hiller, could then be
more uninterrupted by driveways and have a more parklike feel and view.
22. I feel that there should be more open space. But please take out the invasive Eucalyptus.
23. I would like to see more OS and AS. This could replace some of the mixed use and core areas,
since McKinleyville already has plenty of developed commercial space, a significant portion of it
vacant.
24. I would like to see the open space dominate the project. I think we should have a Central Park
West to compliment our Central Avenue. The housing and shopping can surround the open space.
25. Less buildings, we already have empty space available.
26. More Open Space areas (parks, trails and natural areas); less development.
27. More open space wetlands preservation. We have enough empty buildings in McK.
28. More open space, less development.
29. Not enough open space+ active or preservation. Location is horrible as it is surrounded by
buildings. This is a joke!
30. Question 1 and 2 were identical (?) I’m concerned that wetlands mitigation will not occur in our
community but somewhere else that has nothing to do with our community. I realize this plan is a
big plan for the future. Still, with climate changes upon us, it would seem more responsible to add
weight to the importance of outdoor wetlands.
31. Areas of TC-OS are mischaracterized/mislableled; these are federally protected wetlands and
wetland mitigation to offset impacts to federal wetlands. The description reads as if a significant
gift of open space to community. Misleading. Active Open Space—which is a MAJOR theme for TC
(comments overwhelmingly desire more parklands, public gathering areas for social opps,
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# of
%
Yes
%
No
%
Responses Responded
benches, art etc for inclusion in a Town Center). The plan has just three acres within an apprx 100acre plan. Not enough
32. I answered yes because I am okay with it as drafted, but would be flexible as to remapping to
allow the gulch on the Hiller boundary to be culverts and developed over and replace those
wetlands elsewhere either on or off the property
33. I strongly recommend that the county expand and consolidate the existing precious open space by
eliminating the two large MU-3 tracts north of Hiller Road that are currently surrounded by the
southernmost wetlands open space. This acreage should be merged with the surrounding open
space preservation area. People living in the densely packed Town Center should be able to
recreate in a spacious natural setting without having to drive.
34. More Open Space for Wetlands and much more space for Active Open Space - greatly reduce or
eliminate the TC-MU area that is surrounded by the TC-OS. Allow Active OS in middle of that
former TC-MU. Also,create Active OS west of the totem pole and North of Safeway for pop-up and
other temporary uses (see below)
35. not so much concerned with balancing the mixed use objectives as I am that the entirety of the
areas designated as open space/ wetlands are actually three parameter wetlands, per direction of
the MMAC
4. Do you support the proposed uses
that would be allowed in open space
54 75.0%
18 25.0%
72
96%
areas identified above?
5. If you answered "no" to question 4, what changes to the proposed Zoning Map would you want
to see? (max. 500 characters)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Better Restaurants and community services
develop the field behind the chevron station & to the north of timber ridge...
Fewer identified “ soft “ activities.
Housing is needed but Reduce 4 story housing units and preserve more open space and wetlands
More open space
No Building in wetland area
No building.
Quiet activities preferred in open spaces. Family gatherings, etc. OK. Community activities. No
"Pop-Up" businesses. Open space should be commerce-free.
9. Same reason - they are too small and fragmented.
10. See #3 above. I strongly disagree with filling in existing wetlands
11. Any of them proposed uses within these open spaces will have major negative impacts on all
wildlife and landscapes.
12. I don't know what "incidental public service" is or why needed in wetlands. Renewable energy
generation etc. should be in residential or mixed use areas, not open space.
13. I question the need, usefulness, and flexibility of an amplitheater. Also, an amplitheater is not
"open space".
14. I want to max out housing. Welfare, Affordable, Work Force, Senior, maybe a couple of home
folks. It really is more important.
15. In general I agree but, I do have some suggested changes I will send to the use charts.
16. Leave the area alone and fill in business that are currently empty.
17. residential
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18. The proposal indicates that passive recreation will be allowable within the wetland mitigation area
(which goes by the misnomer “Open Space” in this plan)—how is this compatible with plant
establishment criteria and requisite other metrics of mitigation monitoring and success?
19. There shouldn't be buildings of any kind in the open-space preservation areas (appurtenant uses
like bathrooms, etc., could possibly be in buffer areas).
6. Do you support providing flexibility to
allow pop-up businesses in Active Open
41 83.7%
8 16.3%
49
65%
Space Areas?
7. What concerns do you have about allowing pop-up uses in Active Open Space Areas? (max. 500
characters)
1. Could be hard to enforce the temporary nature of pop ups. Would need to be clear about
responsibility for enforcement, associated cost, and capacity to do so. Could be a slippery slope
with them becoming permanent.
2. Crowds, transients
3. Heavy traffic (foot and vehicle) in areas that may need preservation.
4. I am not familiar with the term pop up uses and what that really means. Are you referring to food
trucks?
5. I have no concerns about pop-up use.
6. If it gets too crowded or undesirable
7. None
8. We can already use the parks we have. We do not need to create more spaces.
9. We can use other (vacant) buildings/parks
10. What they might be and rules to follow
11. 1) should be local 2) should be small vendors
12. Extended or random vacancies in pop-up designated locations, like those already occurring in the
McKinleyville Shopping Center
13. I am concerned about customer parking as well as crosswalks in these areas.
14. Idk
15. It can become too invasive and intrusive on peaceful enjoyment
16. Lack of clearly defined responsibilities and mechanism to hold participants responsible, ie. who
does clean up, who does maintenance of area.
17. Not community oriented. Put them in the commercial areas, please.
18. Pop up "Uses" is different than pop up "business" Is it benefitting the area or a private endeavor?
19. They do not become permanent. They have a short-lived operation span.
20. Would depend on type of business. For example: I would not support allowing any cannabis,
HARC, free phones for home pop ups.
21. allow for a mix of activities (family events, farmers market, food trucks)
22. How will decisions be made? By whom? What criteria will be considered?
23. I think the scale needs to be regulated. Means of controlling litter must be specified and enforced.
24. Need to be community oriented activities, not political.
25. needs approval by mcsd
26. None. It's a great idea for economic development.
27. Open spaces already go unused, we asked for the gazebo to be managed because of drunks and
vandalism and that was dealt with by fencing it to take it from all.
28. Quality control of pop ups
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29. Trash and Noise from generators
30. We need to ensure that these spaces remain truly public, and retain access for all people. But truly
temporary business uses that don't block pedestrian access, etc., could be OK.
31. No real concerns... I LIKE the iteas.
32. Ensure that intensity/frequency/duration of use doesn't damage plant cover.
33. I do not have any.
34. I have no concerns about pop up uses. I think that flexibility will be required as we move forward
35. None
36. None
37. None at this time.
38. Not enough open space for preservation, let alone multi-use. What a joke!
39. Size of pop up, duration for each event. Any pop up should be consistent with the purposes of the
entire space. Events that would attract large numbers of people (say, over 100-200) may not be
consistent with an open space that focused on wetlands preservationMore
40. Too many pop-ups would en the enjoyment of the "open" space.
41. Who monitors these? How long do they stay? Will they involve alcohol? cannabis? What about
traffic increase? Parking? There’s currently a preschool near one of these spaces.
42. Not knowing what is meant by "pop-up uses" does that mean farmer's market?
43. permitting and compliance with COH rules dealing with commercial enterprises.
44. the concern would be how long they are allowed to pop up for. if it's for a one or 2 days Crafts fair
then great, but if it becomes more frequent like every day for a month then I don't think so
45. the majority AOS is an existing lawn with chained-up pagoda, and an adjacent (but separated by
traffic flow) proposed Transit Area/Gathering Space. Ped/traffic conflict in design
46. There is not enough Active Open Space Area so pop-ups will crowd other permanent uses.
Questions of who would administer the collection of fees and handle insurances.
47. Who controls it. Insurance, Clean up, etc.
48. Who is going to manage that?
8. What protections could be built into the Town Center Zoning Regulations to address these
concerns? (max. 500 characters)
1. Clear and unambiguous “ contract “ language with penalties.
2. Commercial activities in commercial areas of town center, not in areas for community/family
recreation.
3. I would encourage studying crosswalks and perhaps traffic lights on Hiller and carving out a shared
parking area for the possible businesses on Hiller.
4. ID responsibility for enforcement and to budget funding and capacity accordingly.
5. Identify areas that would be used for pop-ups and address foot and vehicle traffic flow to this
area. Will there be a need for electricity or water, bathrooms?
6. Limit the areas where pop users can congregate
7. Make sure all studies are done!
8. No building keep it green.
9. No building. Keep it green
10. Perhaps limit how much pop up is allowed
11. approval
12. Develop criteria. Have impartial group make decisions.
13. Forcing the owners to be responsible for their property.
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14. Limit the scale of pop-up uses to things that can be accomplished using bike carts or push carts.
No large trucks and trailers. Permission to operate must include a trash/ litter management plan.
15. Noise limitations, limitation of operating hours
16. not sure--what regulations have other communities found successful?
17. Put operation standards in bylaws. Have signed pop-up contracts with a time limit.
18. Review committee for approval of use, permit required
19. Should have a “rental agreement” verifying vendor/host is local, and business size could be
determined in some way ie number of employees
20. Time limits, location limits
21. 50/50-- 50% minimum open space and 50% built environment. Why do we need more built
environment in McKinleyville? Use vacant space first.
22. Active business can help deter our troubling home and vagrant problem
23. Don’t get in such a hurry to do it. McKinleyville has other issues that need addressing before we
worry about “prettying up” a town center.
24. Good signage.
25. I believe that the current protections or restrictions are more than suffecent if not overly
restrictive when viewed from the perspective of what other communities have successfully
implimented
26. Limit the number of pop-ups allowed at any one time.
27. Limits on intensity/frequency/duration of use; fines to cover replanting if damage does occur.
28. Minimum standards for allowing pop ups
29. NA
30. Require vendors to have trash cans for customers and to clean the area prior to departure. Noise
restrictions on generators? I am not sure if that would work.
31. Active business can help deter our troubling home and vagrant problem
32. Don’t get in such a hurry to do it. McKinleyville has other issues that need addressing before we
worry about “prettying up” a town center.
33. I believe that the current protections or restrictions are more than suffecent if not overly
restrictive when viewed from the perspective of what other communities have successfully
implimented
34. I suspect that MCSD will need to become responsible for cleanup and insurance of public open
areas.
35. Limit the number of pop-ups allowed at any one time.
36. Limits on intensity/frequency/duration of use; fines to cover replanting if damage does occur.
37. UNK
38. Whatever protections were needed to follow the mandate of the community members. If it were
managed by a land trust, the land trust would set the standards.
9. How do you think open spaces areas
should be owned, operated, and
70
93%
funded?
by a land trust

28

40%

by McKinleyville Community
Services District

35

50%

7

10%

by private property owners
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10. Would you support a new tax to
fund the maintenance of open space
areas if they were publicly owned?

Yes
53

%
71.6%

No
21

%
28.4%

# of
Responses

%
Responded

74

99%

Circulation & Connectivity

1. Do you support the proposed Central
Avenue street cross section which is
53 72.6%
20 27.4%
73
97%
intended to slow traffic to improve
pedestrian and bicycle comfort and
safety?
2. If you answered "no" to question 1, how would you propose to improve pedestrian and bicycle
comfort and safety on Central Avenue? (max. 500 characters)
1. Do not have parking in Central, especially not diagnol back out parking. If anything MAYBE have a
couple handicapped spots. The plan shows no buffer between parking spots and bike land other
than green paint which will not protect a cyclist from a car pulling in too far
2. I do not believe this will slow traffic. I also believe on-street parking will cause accidents because
many, many drivers who ignore existing pedestrian lights and speed on Central Avenue will
continue to do so, attempting to speed past cars pulling into or out of parking slots. I also believe
pedestrian bump outs are more dangerous than beneficial to drivers and pedestrians. They force
drivers to swing wide into adjoining lanes to avoid hitting them if the approach is not exactly right.
3. I think the cross section needs to be extended beyond one block to be effective and create
impactful change for bikes, pedestrian and car safety.
4. I think the median built into the middle of the street is a waste of money. We don’t have issues
with cars colliding in said area, so it would just be a misuse of money and resources.
5. No need, its fine as-is.
6. Parking on one side of the road. Will there be a barrier between parking/road and the bike lane
and pedestrian walkway?
7. Provide a wide buffer between motor vehicles and pedestrians/bicycles. In general, the plan looks
good. Diagonal parking plus wide sidewalks and protected crosswalks.
8. Remove diagonal parking
9. Take away one lane in each direction and make it a transit lane.
10. Use the already designed areas such as sidewalks and bike lanes.
11. ’d like to see a road diet, reducing Central to three lanes with parklets and public art streetscape
to soften, rather than on-street parking. Better yet, let's expand the Central Ave Sub Area of the
Town Center project to include the entire stretch from Anna Sparks to Airport Rd--road diet all the
way. Then let's plan for expanded pedestrian amenities and separated bike path.
12. Bike lanes and turn lanes are fine but medians create issues for drivers. Businesses are clustered
here so getting from one to another will involve back tracking and the turns st intersections.
Solving a minor problem but creating multiple headaches for many. The expense of medians is
also a concern.
13. Central Ave should not be restricted without the County first planning for a route to handle the
traffic that will be pushed off from Central. I do agree that Central should be made more
pedesterian friendly but not at the expense of existing traffic and business
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14. I am against the diagonal parking, it does not solve an issue, it would create a very dangerous
situation forcing vehicles to back out into oncoming traffic. It makes no sense to radically change
traffic at these roads only for 20 parking spots. It would be safer to leave it as is
15. I somewhat support it, but am concerned about on-street parking and vehicles backing up into
vehicle/bicycle traffic (I don't have access to the link at this moment because everytime I click on a
link, it closes the survey somewhat) Does this plan support the number of cars currently and
projected to be driving through McKinleyville? I am concerned if it reduces the number of parking
spaces for existing businesses. The 2nd "propsed parking" map seems different from the cross
section view map.
16. It is too restrictive. Too much continual setback lends to uninteresting street scapes and no nooks
for wind free, safe feeling seating. Building lines should pop in and out some at developers
discretion. Could be XX% sets back that far but should be able to encroach closer to street in the
other areas.
17. Leave as is on the street. Putting parking spots on street will add to more congestion and
accidents due to the high volume of traffic.
18. Not sure what needs improving, other than fixing the sidewalk disjunct in a couple places on the
west side of central near Hiller. The shoulder already serves well as bike lanes. Designated lanes
won't improve a thing that I can see. I was a bike commuter from McK to HSU for 20 years and
even with bike lanes, bikers would still have to watch out for errant cyclists (riding against traffic),
cars turning in front of cyclist, pedestrians. Don't see any safety-comfort improvement in
proposal.
19. Separate, bi-directional bike/pedestrian path separated from traffic lanes by a physical barrier.
20. Sidewalk! Yes!
21. I worry about the angled parking with a bike lane located outside the parking area next to the
street. This seems like it would really endanger bicyclists who could be hit by cars trying to park or
back out. I think Central Avenue should be designed with measures to seriously slow traffic and
prioritize walking, biking, and buses.
22. Was consideration give to access for emergency vehicles and large vehicles that would be
delivering to the business or just improving ped and bike access?
3. Do you support the proposed onstreet parking configuration on Central
43 59.7%
29 40.3%
72
96%
Avenue?
4. Do you feel the pedestrian and
crossing improvements and separated
bike path will encourage more
60 80.0%
15 20.0%
75
100%
pedestrian and bicycle trips to the Town
Center Area?

Land Use & Housing

1. Do you support the proposed range of
allowable uses in the Town Center Area
that are described above?
2. Do you agree that in the TC-CORE
area only commercial uses should be
allowed on the ground floor of
buildings?

49

66.2%

25

33.8%

74

99%

54

75.0%

18

25.0%

72

96%
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3. Would you like to see the existing
strip commercial style development
along Central Avenue, which is now
separated from the pedestrian area by
52 70.3%
22 29.7%
74
99%
landscape screening and parking areas,
transformed over time into pedestrian
oriented mixed-use shopfront style
buildings adjacent to a wider sidewalk?
4. If you answered "yes" to question 3, how would you encourage existing uses to transform?
(max. 500 characters)
1. Consideration of needs of businesses to access stores by vehicle. At this point in time a pedestrian
or bike rider has to be very cautious when passing a driveway into existing businesses. Perhaps
switching parking to the street side and pedestrian/bike use lanes closer to businesses.
2. It would be nice to have a uniform face for the town. But I have no idea how you would encourage
transformation other then a planner having pre approved choices to pick from. I’m also not sure
what spaces you’re talking about above.
3. MAke it lovely and inviting with landscaping, have business offer incentives for walking or biking
4. Offer property owners the opportunity to get more use of their land by redeveloping in this style.
5. Re do the landscaping, sidewalks, etc of existing strip centers to make it conform/match the new
builds.
6. There are currently two paths, one pedestrian and one a bridle path, consolidate them
7. Uncertain
8. We don’t think we need all of the area currently used as the road. Okay with reducing number of
lanes to gain more space for walking, biking, shopfronts and parklets. Todd wants more
roundabouts.
9. Wide sidewalks - 12 ft or more. Buffer between vehicles and pedestrians (move parking to street),
add walkways and plantings in front of stores.Bicycle lane to have traffic control to protect
pedestrians (or, move bicyclew traffic into vehicle lanes, with vehicle traffic slowed substantially)
10. Work with land owners of strip buildings to remove parking impediments that cause drivers to exit
one parking lot in order to enter another
11. Adopt form-based zoning that requires this, so that whenever redevelopment occurs, it has to
meet these new standards.
12. Allow existing buildings to be grandfathered into the plan with a triggers that would require
conformity. Or.. allow incentives for building retrofits.
13. Block grants offered to business owners to redevelop their properties to meet the new TC
Ordinance standards. Expediting (top of the pile) permitting for such redevelopment projects.
14. Contine to allow parking lots on sides and in back of buildings. Work with Chamber of Commerce
and business owners. I am concerned about reducing parking requirements and its possible neg
impact on accessibility.
15. Create and extend pedestrian and bike lanes to connect separated buildings. Encourage 3-4 story
mixed-use buildings with pedestrian-oriented street frontages when remodeling buildings.
16. Keep dirt trail along sidewalk and the landscaping but a new design is needed for flow between
shops
17. traffic along Central; make it easier to walk around and between businesses.
18. ordinance regulations to be phased in over several years.
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19. Show a monetary value, to owners and town.
20. Technical assistance for planning. Grant funding or low interest loans.
21. A slow evolution
22. Allow the business to utilize tha area owned by the business that the County refers to as the
Burden Zone in a manner that they set fit to expand their business. The County forcing the use of
the area is an illegal "Taking"of privet property by the County
23. buy back parking lots. Provide electric bike and car chargers and bike racks
24. Contine to allow parking lots on sides and in back of buildings. Work with Chamber of Commerce
and business owners. I am concerned about reducing parking requirements and its possible neg
impact on accessibility.
25. It would be a big change, not sure how to make that happen.
26. Keep dirt trail along sidewalk and the landscaping but a new design is needed for flow between
shops
27. Liner buildings along Central Ave.
28. Looks like a strip mall anything but that
29. Not sure.
30. Technical assistance for planning. Grant funding or low interest loans.
31. Again, Central Ave. is a main thoroughfare through town and the vast majority of access to the
retail area are by people that are shopping for more that the can carry on their bicycle or will
choose not to shop in town if they can't stop at the store on their way home from work. I feel that
concept is fine for the Town Center Core but not Central Ave. and Safeway. I would warn the
Planning Dept., that there could be consequences for property insurance ratings if traffic on
Central is impeded
5. Would you support allowing
residential uses on the ground floor in
33 45.8%
39 54.2%
72
96%
the TC-MU area?
6. Do you support an increase in the
maximum allowable residential density
51 70.8%
21 29.2%
72
96%
in the TC-CORE and TC-MU areas?
7. How do you envision housing being
developed in the Town Center Area?
74
99%
(mark all that apply)
a combination of both mixed use
buildings and residential-only
buildings

41

55%

buildings that are residential-only

18

24%

buildings that have both
commercial and residential uses
(also known as mixed use)

37

50%

no additional housing

13

18%

other

17

23%

8. If you answered "other" to question 7, please tell us how you envision housing being developed
in the Town Center Area (max 500 characters):
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1. Buildings that allow civic uses (display areas, community gathering spaces, educational spaces) on
the main floor with housing or commercial above.
2. Courtyards and other "inner spaces" for both residential and commercial (especially restaurants
and cafes).
3. I do not understand why there is so much emphasis on commercial development. Look around at
the existing derelict empty commercial spaces in McKinleyville and explain how more empty space
will be a good thing.
4. include low income housing and housing for peolpe with physical and developmental disabilities
mixed with other housing. Do not include a "community for older adults" that is income-exclusive.
The town center should be inclusive, not a boutique-ridden playground for the priviledged. Access
to affordable food, pharmacy, hardware, clothing stores, healthcare, childcare.
5. It appears to me that the plan does address housing shortages, but McKinkeyville should not have
to bear the burden of meeting Humboldt’s requirements to meet state regulations. I’ll read the
document plan to see if there is a head count on the number of residents to be housed. I would
like to see a mixed use town center, but not turn it into residential “project” housing.
6. Limited housing and building in general. Creating density of housing increases the flow of traffic,
need for more open space, puts pressure on existing services and will create a need for more
services to maintain these areas. I see a community center seem as an opportunity to create a
wonderful space for recreation, family gatherings, outdoor play for children all near to shopping.
This could attract folks from all over Humboldt County and beyond.
7. NO Motel/Hotel/Transient housing in this area.
8. No new buildings, fill the empty buildings first!!
9. Two story buildings - commercial on bottom with residential on second floor.
10. We actually need more housing than commercial. I would rather it be ALL residential and not
commercial considering we have EMPTY buildings we can’t fill. So it will be empty fixed
commercial spaces around residential. Which will then need security to keep people from
breaking into the empty buildings. It would be unsafe to live around an empty commercial
buildingLe
11. Fewer building. More open space and wetlands protection. It appears the County is trying to
squeeze all of its housing requirements onto McK.
12. I don't envision housing being there at all.
13. I recommend increasing the TC-CORE area and decreasing the TC-MU acreage.I think that more
dense development should occur in the eastern part of the Town Center and the areas south of
Hiller Road. The two large TC-MUs on the northwestern side of Hiller Road should be reclassified
TC-OS. or open space.
14. I think that boutique hotel allowance also include ground floor as long as that space is used for
retail or commercial, like hotel cater, or like Arcta Hotel,but no single or 2 story hotels, so that
hotel lobbies, offices and check incountdrs are allowed on ground floor in conjunction with other
commercial uses such as restaurants bars, or shops
15. I want to max out housing. Welfare, Affordable, Work Force, Senior, maybe a couple of home
folks. It really is more important.
16. Incorporate community garden and family space
17. LandBack
18. The dense and compact housing along Hiller sounds needed but doesn’t fit with Community Plan
policy goal for "Preservation of Rural Character" and "Protection of Natural Resources" (being
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sited on regulated wetland per early County mapping) . Therefore suggest to balance the Housing
element with creation of a great Central Park behind Safeway.
19. The residential areas should allow a senior life plan community development with independent
living cottages and apartments, assisted living and memory care.
20. There needs to be a max as well as a min density of residential units in the residential zones. there
needs to be a limit to the total number of residential units allowed [MU+RF] so that the Town
Center does not create an urbanized downtown instead of a Village Town Center where all of
McKinleyville residents can gather and walk about.

Design

1. Please indicate which of the following
design and building placement
standards for the TC-CORE Area you
support (check all that apply):

74

99%

59

80%

45

61%

building articulation features

32

43%

build-to lines

22

30%

I do not support the proposed
designed standards

13

18%

roof heights are to be varied

40

54%

47

64%

32

43%

42

57%

allow buildings to be setback from
the sidewalk when outdoor seating
is provided
avoid blank walls and if
unavoidable provide design and
landscaping

traditional shop fronts at the back
of a wide sidewalk
transparency zones for doors and
windows along building fronts
two-story or taller buildings

2. If you do not support the proposed the design and building placement standards specified in
question 1, please suggest alternative standards that will create a pedestrian-oriented Town Center
(max. 500 characters):
1. Develop an integrated design theme that carries throughout. Look at successful developments Boston, Shanghai, Boulder CO, Estes Park CO, etc.
2. How about we improve what we have and the vacant buildings on main street
3. I do not support tall buildings over 2.5 stories high. I am very concerned about the wind tunnel
effect that is associated with building height. Not to mention the planes that come in down
Central and take off over McKinleyville Ave. Or the low flying helicopters that buzz our homes
regularly.
4. I don't want anymore development in that area of town. No need with empty buildings there now.
5. I support the design, not 4 story buildings, 2 stories at most.
6. Make them 3 stories or taller
7. No development with so many empty shops/buildings. No residences
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8. Setbacks are important if there is ever a need to widen the streets. The skyscape will change
dramatically with buildings over two stories.
9. There are too many unoccupied buildings in town and as long as they are vacant there should be
no further construction for new buildings
10. We do not want a pedestrian oriented town center.
11. Could we focus on the blighted areas and do something about thise instead of trying to create
something else that won’t last?
12. how do I get from my residence to the Town Center? is there parking? a McKinleyville transit
service? A bit concerned about buildings over two stories creating a "canyon" experience. Too
much emphasis on commercial consumerism over necessities and services.
13. I am not supporting the entire project. My alternative standards preference is no development of
the parcel.
14. I like much of what is shown but I believe it is too rigid and will impede development to some
extent. You can't anticipate all user needs or other constraints so there needs to be flexibility. Let
the architects and developers have more ability to be creative. Add bonuses for achieving the look
you want rather than mandates.
15. I support the design, not 4 story buildings, 2 stories at most.
16. I support thr design standards
17. Make them 3 stories or taller
18. NA
19. No more development. Improve current shipping centers and store front. More open space and
Park-like atmosphere along Central Ave.
20. We do not want a pedestrian oriented town center.
3. Do you support clearly written design
and building placement standards as
specified above in the descriptions of
52 78.8%
14 21.2%
66
88%
Building Height, Building Placement, and
Building Frontage and Façade?
4. Should the design and building
placement standards for the TC-MU and
TC-MF areas be similar and prescriptive
29
50.9%
28
49.1%
57
76%
like the TC-CORE standards described
above or should the standards be more
flexible?
5. What other design standards would you suggest be applied in TC-CORE, TC-MU and TC-MF? (max.
500 characters)
1. Develop a theme that works - that gives a sense of character to the area. Make it attractive to visit
in itself.
2. Four stories is excessive and feels out of place
3. Get rid of greedy building practices. Piersons is a large monopoly
4. If multiple use building are constructing, how will parking meet the needs of the residents and not
spill out on to adjacent open space areas. Smaller buildings with density. ADA compliant units.
Edible landscaping and garden areas. Solar power anMore
5. More open space
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6. No Alleys. One of the wonderful things about McKinleyville, now, is the dearth of alleys.
Realistically plan for parking needs. I don’t see much mention of private vehicle parking...
7. No building taller than two stories, in any part of town central along Central or Hiller.
8. the county needs to allow flexibility or none of this will get built.
9. Vary the surface materials (i.e., wood, stone, etc.) along with varying the building articulation.
10. Wetlands
11. All similar and beautiful to the eye and heart.
12. Bike parking (including covered), visible from the business interior. Good regulations to screen
trash facilities. Allow for wind and rain protection for outdoor courtyard seating areas.
13. Develop a theme that works - that gives a sense of character to the area. Make it attractive to visit
in itself.
14. Implement LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. A green building certification
program.
15. Include garden areas for a food source and a sense of community.
16. It should just all be TC-CORE
17. More open space
18. the county needs to allow flexibility or none of this will get built.
19. The denser, pedestrian-oriented development standards proposed for the TC-CORE should apply
to the entire Town Center (other than designated open space and wetland areas). It doesn't make
sense to designate scattered properties for such walkable development while the actual center of
the Town Center is set aside for -dense, -walkable development.
20. We should take the ons learned from the pandemic regarding space for dining, and any other
activity that encourages gathering to mitigate a loss of use should another epidemic occur or reoccur
21. Flexibility.
22. I support a process whereby an exception to rigid standards could be requested, and potentially
approved (or not) by Planning.
23. Incentives for rooftop solar, roof gardens, and solar covered parking
24. left blank on purpose
25. development, more green space. This proposed town center is way over developed.
26. No stucco. Stucco gets covered in algae.
27. some buildings on north side of Hiller could be set back or built to the side walk to break up the
space and allow some flexibility of that setback, blank walls could be allowable without murals or
vegetation as long as the wall siding material is decorative ...some design standards for the Multi
family residential so they're not just boring boxes and parking lots, garden spaces for vegetation,
community gardens, seating, on the south side of most buildings for use of warm areas.
28. There should be Open Space sufficient for play/gathering in residential dense areas to create
community. The gradual development within each area should be designed to accommodate a
village oriented referencing to whatever comes after so there is a cohesive though varied sense of
place since that is the key desire expressed in the Community Plan and all other input since

Demographics of
Respondents

Do you reside in McKinleyville?

65

86.7%

10

13.3%

75

100%
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# of
Responses

%
Responded

63

84%

1 mile or more

34

54%

1/2 of a mile

13

21%

1/4 of a mile

9

14%

3/4 of a mile

7

11%

75

100%

22

29%

1 mile or more

8

13%

1/2 of a mile

6

10%

1/4 of a mile

4

6%

3/4 of a mile

4

6%

75

100%

If you reside in McKinleyville, do you
live within ___ of the Town Center?

Is your primary place of employment in
McKinleyville?
If you work in McKinleyville, is your
place of work within ___ of the Town
Center?

Yes

21

%

28.0%

No

54

%

72.0%

Were you able to attend the Nov. 13,
30 40.0%
45 60.0%
2021, Town Center workshop?
Please share any additional input you may have below. (max. 800 characters)

1. Go back to the drawing board.
2. Go back to the drawing board.
3. I appreciate everyone’s work on this issue, especially opening it up to the community for input
after so much time was spent on this topic. There is so much change in the world, is there a part
of the plan to revisit in increments of time to modify as needed?
4. I don't have much faith that Humboldt County Planning and this Town Center project are truly
designed to benefit residents. It is a business project, designed to generate more County income
via taxes, and rental or sales income for Pierson Company. Look at vacant Pierson buildings
already in the McKinleyville Shopping Center. Do some research on why so many businesses
relocated away from there and you will learn Pierson Company charges exorbitant rent. I fear the
Town Center will generate more of the same. Also, I think it is a mistake to omit Mill Creek
Shopping Center from this plan, no matter who owns the properties.
5. I think more could be done to calm traffic on central - like reducing the number of lanes or adding
roundabouts (they have some drawbacks but sure do slow cars down). There are 2 TC-AS spots
embedded in TC-CORE blocks - representing Gathering Areas / Pocket Parks. Not sure why those
are located where they are but like the idea of figuring out, maybe through a design standard, that
these are worked into each designated TC-CORE and TC-MU blocks so they each have a required
percentage of TC-AS with non specific locations so they can be creatively worked into the design
of whatever mixed use development is built. It would help ensure at least some small mosaic of
active open spaces in these mixed use development blocks rather than being tempted by
maximizing profit.
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6. If left to stand the large conifers may become more of a fall hazard in more water logged soil.
Would the McKinleyville Shopping Center bus stops on Central Ave. be moved?
7. In my opinion, this is an excellent planning document. I fully support it as written.
8. Please consider requiring kitchen exhaust fans in the residential units. I live in Central Estates and
there are no kitchen exhaust fans. The smoke/heat detectors go off all the time when anyone is
cooking. A Green Rating is not more important than function.
9. Regarding the open space areas, I would support a Land Trust owning the "preservation" areas,
and the MCSD owning the "active" areas, but did not see this as a choice in the survey.
10. Whoever applies for permits should go through all permits any other developer would including
coastal and wetland studies!!!
11. Build green. Implement LEED, by the U.S. Green Building Council. It's a green building certification
program that promotes sustainability in building design, construction, and operation, that creates
healthy, highly efficient, cost-saving green buildings. LEED a green building rating system used
worldwide,
12. county needs to allow flexibility. should allow subdivision of property prior to completing of site
improvements. this would allow for many smaller ownerships of the property rather than one
landowner. the off site improvements make any small business startups financially impossible and
would require a single owner to spend millions for years prior to seeing any return, which is highly
unlikely. please allow some flexibility or this property will sit vacant another 30 years, and we
need the housing, etc.
13. Do not back any additional taxes or buildings in this zone we already have vacant commercial
properties, we like our small town feel as is and do not appreciate outside influences by the
county for our future. We do not trust your ideas or thought process as you have displayed in past
decisions Thank you
14. Do not work as I am retired. This process seems to be driven by the county planning dept. with lip
service to what the planning folks who live in McKinleyville want. Especially concerned about the
efforts to increase amount of open space and wet land removed from these designated
classifications. Appears that the county wants to “ dump “ required state / federal housing
requirements in the McKinleyville area.
15. I’ve lived in McKinleyville 43years. I witnessed public sewer installation, a 4 lane Central Ave
construction that looked like a complete over the top project with nearly nothing of interest
between lights. Who knew? I’m experiencing the same over the top mentality but I understand
this plan is for a big future. My concerns are PICO owns it all, with a lot of influence to help Them.
I see an opportunity for them and the county to benefit from the plan. ($ and housing
requirements) While I like the plan overall, I can’t foresee the sense of place that was driving it. It
looks too urban to me. But so did 4 lanes and a million stoplights on Central in the 70s.
16. In the summer I frequently bicycle to work from Little Pond to business on Central Ave. Of concern
is - Arcata has yet to figure out how to handle problem of people sleeping and misbehaving in
their town center. If we build one aren't we just going to end up with the same headaches. Closest
thing we have to one already is the Pagoda and it's fenced off. Recommend work on a plan for
that in conjunction with building plans for increased support for project. As of right now, I see it as
set up for a big headache. I don't even shop in Arcata anymore except for destination businesses
I've used for many years.
17. More open space
18. More open space and wetlands in
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19. Putting the traffic control/mitigation plan at the forefront of the planning process is essential. It,
alone, controls the destiny of the Town Center. Research and experience support that contention absolutely! Research done at HSU (by my students) predicted the failure of the South McK
shopping center. One retail merchant with successful stores (outdoor/bicycle) in Arcata and
Eureka said she would not open in McKinleyville. She had watched two of her competitors try and
fail. "People who live in McKinleyville will not shop in McKinleyville!" McKinleyville (and
surrounding area) residents represent a huge economic base that would well support all
commercial activity in the Town Center, if done properly.
20. Thought it was well organized and helpful. Thank you
21. All street designs for the Town Center should include features to slow traffic and prioritize
walking, biking, and buses.
22. Consideration of "Art in Public Places" would be welcoming. interesting and friendly to tourists
and other visitors to our community. I suggest including this in our ordinance for this area. That
would be by requiring developers to set aside a percentage of the cost of development specifically
for this initiative. Suggested amount = 10%. Consideration of accommodations for visitors and
tourists in our central area will give them ready access to our community facilities, services and
products, there by enriching everyone's experience here. Creating a reason for McKinleyville to be
a "destination" will provide a reason for people to visit and share their experiences with others.
We are a friendly, low-key and environmentally-conscious community with much to offer. Our
existing Hammond Tra
23. Extension of the midtown trail and connecting the trail to new Heartwood are key. We have to
connect McK ave to School as an alternative to Central.
24. I live in the northern unincorpated area of Arcata. I have attended church in McK for over 30
years, shop regularly at McK Safeway, Blake's Books, our prescriptions are at McK CVS;
occassionally Miller Farms, Ace, ENT. I use the Mck library 2-3 times per month. My husband and I
walk on the Hammond Trail about 1/wk. I am concerned that the Town Center will contain too
many "boutique"-type shops and needs to provide groceries, hardware, household items,
affordable clothing, pharmacy, healthcare. Include mixed-income/abilities/ages housing. Childcare
and social services. Maintain open space (but how when it is privately owned--McK land trust?)-there is already plenty of commercial space available in McK. Plan for quality of life for future
generations. TY to everyone for y time & efforts!
25. LandBack
26. Please don't allow this. Bring business in empty spaces. stop compacting the little open spaces we
have left!! Leave the wetlands alone.
27. Preserving open space and improving bicycle/pedestrian safety and connectivity will have the
biggest impact on the standard of living in this part of town -- and should be top priorities. But
they're not what will make the developer $$$.
28. THANK YOU!
29. Way too ambitious. We have so many empty storefronts already. I would like to see the focus on
preserving open space, creating recreational opportunities therein, preserving the wetlands.
30. What happened to restoring wetlands? Also, this survey was really impractical. You should include
all graphics within the survey tool. The survey participant should never have to click off the survey.
Poorly designed survey for a poorly designed town center.
31. Again, the single parameter wetland language for the Town Center should be modified per MMAC
direction so it is consistent with Humboldt General Plan for unincorporated areas. Throwing
design standards at Central Ave. w/o consideration for fire insurance ratings for our community
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and not considering how delivery trucks are going to service their customers is not an
improvement on what we have now.
32. I don't live in McKinleyville but do work there often. I generally like the direction of the meetings
but need to stress flexibility, not hard and fast mandates to layout, design, etc. This is a long term
document. None of us are smart enough to fully understand market demands in the future.
33. I think we should deal with other more pressing issues like the inability to feel safe on the current
walking/hiking trails, lack of residential sidewalks that create safe walk-to-school or bus stop
pathways. Fill some pot holes! When we bought our home 30+ yrs ago we were promised “plenty
of natural” open spaces. However the chainsaws came within 2 yrs and now it is all residential. If I
wanted to live with a lot of businesses and quaint pedestrian stores I’d move to Ferndale. What’s
wrong with staying small and not having a bunch of businesses here? Do we have to build more
houses? Dense occupancy doesn’t sound healthy. We have plenty of public safety issues with the
tidal wave of transients and criminals. Im for doing something that protects me, my family and
property value first.
34. I'd like to see McKinleyville have an "identity" with a Town Center that attracts both residents of
the County, as well as visitors from outside of the County. Have a better defined "identity" with a
Town Center will improve the aesthetics, circulation, support more pedestrian-friendly features
within the town, and provide recreation and events, along with mixed-use. All of these things,
McKinleyville would benefit in having!
35. Please consider that the inclusion of undeveloped/park-like areas within a town core are
considered a huge asset by most city dwellers. It is a feature that cannot be created once
development has occurred. McK already has vast unrented already existing building space that is
chronically vacant. Even Pierson Shopping Center rarely has full occupancy. We don't need more
commercial space. We need open space where people can be connected conveniently to
something other than urbanization and suburbanization. This plan is not one mandated by our
community's residents. It is one to try to make money for Pierson Company and to provide a
source of self-serving pride for town/county 'leaders'. They will leave a far more valuable legacy
by leaving this gem undeveloped. Thank you.
36. thank you for all your time and energy on this....please consider some ways to speed the process
of the actual subdivision and the developments to start taking place..bonuses, streamlined
permitting, subsidized infrastructure, grants, tax funding,mothe public funding ,,?.?? etc.
37. Thank you for the opportunity to give input. Although I am generally resistant to change, I believe
that we here in Mck need to address the increase in population in a positive way. Also, it would be
great to give more of my business to McK.
38. The land Use Plan and Zoning Map with it’s big boxes of mixed use looks an awful lot like the now
defunct Mill Creek Shopping Plaza business model, esp considering how PICO “runs” Safeway
Shopping Center with lots of chronic vacancies and leaking roofs. Suggest all new commercial
development be infill. In a departure from the County General Plan which regulates fill of threeparameter wetlands, our more development-restrictive McK Community Plan regulates the fill of
one-parameter wetlands. Proposed amendment to our plan will exclude the Town Center
Planning Area from the need to regulate one parameter wetland. This project will make a sort of
dry donut hole of reduced wetland protection in the McKinleyville planning area. Why?
39. We need more affordable housing and wetlands and open space in that area.
40. With the county's recent support of Railbanking from Eureka and Humboldt Bay, and Arcata,
thereby preserving easements along the existing rail corridor. Further consideration of preserving
the rail corridor In McKinleyville would be in the best interest for possible future transit options.
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At one time railroad tracks ran across the Mad River Bridge north into McKinleyville, up Railroad
Street to Central Avenue continuing north along this commercial corridor. With these preserved
easements it would be possible to re-establish rail transit from Eureka to the Arcata Airport at the
north end of McKinleyville. I strongly suggest that as part of the Transit Study that funds be set
aside to create a supplemental study of costs/benefits of establishing an electric rail train system.
41. I would recommend a series of in-person public discussion forums guided by a neutral party (eg.
RCAA) so that the community members and business owners can talk out and hear each other's
ideas. The discussion will be of the Ordinance proposals and Planning staff and Wetland experts
would be on hand to answer questions. There should be at least 3 of these at different times and
places: eg. Middle School, Azalea Hall... Funding could come from the McMAC funding and/or a
grant from the Humboldt Area Foundation. Without some version of this opportunity for
community discussion there is likely to be push-back and disgruntlement as word/rumors spread.
42. I'm frustrated by a very small but very vocal minority of citiizens (some from outside of
McKinleyville who pass mis-information and appear to have her own agenda. GREAT WORK by
Planning, McKMAC, local citizens and others in this multi-year effort.
43. The publicity and public input process for the recent workshop was inadequate at best. First, I
noticed that the North Coast Journal and Lost Coast Outpost had no listings of the event as of
November 9. A member of MMAC agreed to input this information but it was too late for inclusion
in the NCJ paper edition. Only the Mad River Union included publicity for the event. Was a
widespread press PSA ever issued? Second, I was shocked to learn at the Saturday, Nov. 13
meeting that the county would allow only three more days to comment on the TC document. For
many folks, that meeting was their first real introduction to the project. Three days’ notice is
ridiculous! Planning Department - please take the initiative to fully publicize your events and
provide a reasonable review period
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Attachment 3 Summary of Comment Letters Received
Kelley Garrett 11-7-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101426/Kelley-Garrett-11-72021-PDF
The commentor expresses concerns that only limited information and noticing supported MMAC
discussions and decisions relating to wetlands.
Rick Marshall 11-10-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101390/Rick-Marshall-11-92021-PDF
The commentor expresses support for Open Space areas and proposed uses, with the exception of
“Caretakers Residence.” The comment asks why there is a statement that permitted uses must be
conducted within completely enclosed buildings and suggests that the notes in allowable use table,
Table 3.1-1, as well as the descriptions of sub areas be reviewed to ensure that they are correct and that
there are proper references.
Regarding block dimensions and parking, the commentor supports mid-block alleys, but suggests that
the 20 foot width would not support access and parking. The commentor also supports eliminating midblock parking lot access and providing on-street diagonal parking along Central Avenue and suggests
that it be extended further to achieve the desired traffic calming effect. Regarding thoroughfare
standards, the commenter suggests that these requirements be imposed on subdivision and other
development.
The commentor supports allowing forecourts with shopfronts but highlights a potential inconsistency
the allowed uses requiring that permitted uses must be conducted within completely enclosed
buildings. The commentor also notes a potential inconsistency in the standards for storefront
articulation every 40 feet. Relating to signs, the commenter suggests that standards state that A-frame
& Standing Signs be sized and placed so they do not obstruct the pedestrian path of travel.
Relating to the preservation of important trees, the commenter asks if this requirement applies
throughout the Town Center Area or only to wetlands areas and suggests that if trees are removed that
a requirement be included to replant like trees at a specified ratio as part of a mitigation plan.
Wendy Ring 11-11-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101457/Wendy-Ring-11-112021-PDF
The commentor states that the town center is an opportunity to create a healthy environment built for
people to live, shop, and socialize and should not be a separated patchwork of mixed use development.
The commentor requests that the entire town center multi‐story mixed use, and bike and pedestrian
friendly. Also, the commentor requests that there be no parking minimums to allow more efficient
development and the provision of open space and to encourage walking, biking, and transit.
Daniel Chandler 11-11-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101458/Daniel-Chandler11-11-2021-PDF
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The commentor states that the denser, pedestrian-oriented, mixed use core standards should be
applied throughout the Town Center. There should be no offsite vehicle parking requirements, but bike
parking should be addressed. Streets should be designed to prioritize walking, biking and buses and slow
traffic with particular attention to intersections.
Tamara Wolski 11-12-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101473/Tamara-Wolski11-12-2021-PDF
The commentor requests that the pedestrian‐oriented development standards that have been proposed
should apply to the entire Town Center and that walking, biking, and public transportation should all be
prioritized.
Caltrans District One 11-12-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101474/CaltransDistrict-One-11-12-2021-PDF
Caltrans Transportation Planning submitted a general comment letter encouraging the Town Center
zoning regulations to be consistent with the state’s sustainability program which supports a greater mix
of land uses per acre, increased roadway connectivity, quality of the multimodal facilities, scale and
design of the roadways, higher densities, and parking management, among other factors. The comment
suggests that the Town Center consider the hierarchy of travel modes which the commentor identifies
as autos, transit, then bicycle and pedestrian and identify the functional classification of streets on the
Thoroughfare Map and consider the need for traffic calming measures. Caltrans also provides several
suggestions relating to the management of public parking and the review of all potential locations to
provide bicycle parking facilities. Caltrans also suggests installing electric and zero emission charging
infrastructure for parking areas in the Town Center, particularly in publicly owned parking lots and
community facilities. Caltrans also suggests the use of attractive signage that supports wayfaring and
that lighting be night-sky and pedestrian friendly.
Caltrans encourages the adoption of a pedestrian oriented streetscape design and elements that are
comfortable, safe, and interesting will increase walking to promote pedestrian use in and around the
Town Center and suggests wider and separated walkways, limiting or reducing on-street parking,
removable devices to facilitate that the closure of thoroughfares during special events, and limiting drive
through businesses.
Caltrans support that concept of a transit hub connecting McKinleyville with Bus Rapid Transit from the
Town Center transit hub to Arcata/HSU and Eureka and suggests the inclusion of lockable short-term
storage facilities to protect a range of items.
Angeline Holtski 11-15-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101516/AngelineHoltski-11-15-2021-PDF
The commentor supports the town center plan and want to ensure that it remains bike and pedestrian
friendly, providing specific recommendations to accomplish this including applying denser, pedestrianoriented development standards throughout the Town Center, no off-site parking requirements,
prioritize walking, biking, and buses and slow traffic with particular emphasis on intersections.
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Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities 11-15-2021
https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101517/Coalition-for-Responsible-TransportationPriorities-11-15-2021-PDF
The Coalition for Responsible Transportation Priorities provides specific comments with references to
sections within the proposed regulations. Regarding the Zoning Map, CRPT disagrees with the
application of two district mixed use zones and a residential area encourages broad application of the
Mixed Use Core and suggests a second option of applying the Mixed Use Core to all developable areas
bounded by Pickett Road to the north, Central Avenue to the East, Hiller Road to the south, and the
designated open space areas to the west.
Regarding the Mixed Use Core, CRTP recommends that incidental public service purposes be an allowed
use; strongly supports the use of build-to-lines and suggests that all pedestrian zones meet the 80% BTL
requirement; encourage the County to remove the minimum forecourt depth requirement; encourage
that minimum building height be three stories and be applied uniformly to both sides of the street; and
identifies several errors that should be addressed.
CRTP supports the proposed “Active Transportation Infrastructure,” and provide s series of specific
comments and edits: requesting a definition of pedestrian and bicycle thoroughfare that includes
minimum standards including basic design standards for bicycles and pedestrians at intersection;
encouraging a more direct Mid-Town Trail alignment; supporting a reduction in vehicle lanes on Central
Avenue and suggesting that if all lanes are retained one should be devoted to transit; encouraging
bicycle infrastructure on both sides of Hiller Road; encouraging separation between sidewalks and bike
lanes on interior street cross sections to minimize conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians;
requesting that street trees maintain a clear path for pedestrians and bicycles; include standards for
bike parking and increase the requirement for bike parking for commercial uses and the requirement for
lockers to one per residential unit; and that signs should not obstruct the path of travel for pedestrians
or bicyclists and pedestrian-scale lighting should be required rather than encouraged.
Regarding parking, CRTP encourages the removal of minimum vehicle parking standards, which reduce
development density and increase conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians. Alternative interior street
cross sections should be provided that have no vehicle parking or only on one side of the street.
Other specific comments include: If Mixed Use General and Residential Multi-Family are to be applied,
include build-to-lines and that other lot standards be removed to ensure a walkable Town Center;
Rather than specify standards for wood burning appliances, CRTP suggests requiring all-electric
construction for new buildings and suggests specifying LEED Gold certification as an energy efficiency
requirement; landscaping requirements should require the use of native plants and prohibit the use of
turf; the protection of important trees should include an exception to allow the removal of invasive or
non-native species; and all lighting should be dark-sky compliant.
Mitch Higa 11-15-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101543/Mitch-Higa-11-152021-PDF
The commentor supports the emphasis on active transportation infrastructure and walkability and
suggests closing certain existing driveways within the town center, which function as de facto motorized
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vehicle intersections but without roadway marking, signs, or signalization and provided an example of
how driveways could be closed that enhance safety.
John Palmquist 11-16-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101567/John-Palmquist11-16-2021-PDF
The commentor request that the Town Center specifically address traffic safety on Gwin Road and
provides examples of how the narrow road and blind corner result in conflicts with speeding vehicles or
parking related movements that endanger children and adults walking and riding bicycles.
Greg Pierson 11-17-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101621/Greg-Pierson-11-172021-PDF
The commentor provides comments within the Discussion Draft McKinleyville Town Center Zone 10-292021 document that cannot be appropriately summarized. In general, the commentor states that:
the boundaries of the proposed sub zones are too specific and requested flexibility so that a
zone change is not required in the future as development responds to market needs;
• Parks, open space, and tail features that are referenced in the regulations should be shown on
the maps;
• requests that many of the desired uses be principally permitted rather than require a
discretionary permit;
• requests that block dimensions be less rigid;
• request that building form requirements be less rigid, such as minimum first floor ceiling height
and forecourt depth are too rigid and that rooftop uses and covered forecourts be allowed;
• where standards relate to public frontages, more definition and detail is required;
• expresses concerns that requiring parking on the side or rear of building may necessitate
multiple entrances, which is a security issue;
• landscaping requirements are too detailed, flexibility should be allowed;
• energy efficiency standards are inflexible and unnecessarily costly;
• residential requirements for bicycle parking are excessively costly;
• specific comments relating to signs, such as monument signs be principally permitted and
details regarding sign illumination;
• comments and questions regarding the relocation of wetland and details regarding allowable
uses.
•

Barbara Brimlow 12-1-2021 https://humboldtgov.org/DocumentCenter/View/101889/BarbaraBrimlow-12-1-2021-PDF
The commentor expresses concern that the November 13th Open House did not include an adequate
presentation of the proposed Town Center Zoning Regulations and would like future development to
involve more stakeholders. The commentor does not support housing in mixed use areas and is
concerned about potential commercial vacancies, and that a mixed use area is proposed within the
wetland area.
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Attachment 4, Revised Zoning Map with Pedestrian & Bicycle Thoroughfares
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Attachment 5 Alternative Street Cross Sections
Alterative 1
with Median

Alterative 2
without Median
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